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QUESTION 1

A company that runs an online library is implementing a chatbot using Amazon Lex to provide book recommendations
based on category. This intent is fulfilled by an AWS Lambda function that queries an Amazon DynamoDB table for a
list of book titles, given a particular category. For testing, there are only three categories implemented as the custom slot
types: "comedy," "adventure,” and "documentary.” 

A machine learning (ML) specialist notices that sometimes the request cannot be fulfilled because Amazon Lex cannot
understand the category spoken by users with utterances such as "funny," "fun," and "humor." The ML specialist needs
to fix the problem without changing the Lambda code or data in DynamoDB. 

How should the ML specialist fix the problem? 

A. Add the unrecognized words in the enumeration values list as new values in the slot type. 

B. Create a new custom slot type, add the unrecognized words to this slot type as enumeration values, and use this slot
type for the slot. 

C. Use the AMAZON.SearchQuery built-in slot types for custom searches in the database. 

D. Add the unrecognized words as synonyms in the custom slot type. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lex/latest/dg/howitworks-custom-slots.html "For each intent, you can specify parameters
that indicate the information that the intent needs to fulfill the user\\'s request. These parameters, or slots, have a type.
A slot type is a list of values that Amazon Lex uses to train the machine learning model to recognize values for a slot.
For example, you can define a slot type called "Genres." Each value in the slot type is the name of a genre, "comedy,"
"adventure," "documentary," etc. You can define a synonym for a slot type value. For example, you can define the
synonyms "funny" and "humorous" for the value "comedy."" 

 

QUESTION 2

A machine learning (ML) specialist wants to bring a custom training algorithm to Amazon SageMaker. The ML specialist
implements the algorithm in a Docker container that is supported by SageMaker. 

How should the ML specialist package the Docker container so that SageMaker can launch the training correctly? 

A. Specify the server argument in the ENTRYPOINT instruction in the Dockerfile. 

B. Specify the training program in the ENTRYPOINT instruction in the Dockerfile. 

C. Include the path to the training data in the docker build command when packaging the container. 

D. Use a COPY instruction in the Dockerfile to copy the training program to the /opt/ml/train directory. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/latest/dg/adapt-training-container.html 

In Step 2, it is mentioned to use this instruction on dockerfile: 

# Defines train.py as script entrypoint ENV SAGEMAKER_PROGRAM train.py 
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QUESTION 3

A network security vendor needs to ingest telemetry data from thousands of endpoints that run all over the world. The
data is transmitted every 30 seconds in the form of records that contain 50 fields. Each record is up to 1 KB in size. The
security vendor uses Amazon Kinesis Data Streams to ingest the data. The vendor requires hourly summaries of the
records that Kinesis Data Streams ingests. The vendor will use Amazon Athena to query the records and to generate
the summaries. The Athena queries will target 7 to 12 of the available data fields. 

Which solution will meet these requirements with the LEAST amount of customization to transform and store the
ingested data? 

A. Use AWS Lambda to read and aggregate the data hourly. Transform the data and store it in Amazon S3 by using
Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose. 

B. Use Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose to read and aggregate the data hourly. Transform the data and store it in
Amazon S3 by using a short-lived Amazon EMR cluster. 

C. Use Amazon Kinesis Data Analytics to read and aggregate the data hourly. Transform the data and store it in
Amazon S3 by using Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose. 

D. Use Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose to read and aggregate the data hourly. Transform the data and store it in
Amazon S3 by using AWS Lambda. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A machine learning specialist is running an Amazon SageMaker endpoint using the built-in object detection algorithm on
a P3 instance for real-time predictions in a company\\'s production application. When evaluating the model\\'s resource
utilization, the specialist notices that the model is using only a fraction of the GPU. 

Which architecture changes would ensure that provisioned resources are being utilized effectively? 

A. Redeploy the model as a batch transform job on an M5 instance. 

B. Redeploy the model on an M5 instance. Attach Amazon Elastic Inference to the instance. 

C. Redeploy the model on a P3dn instance. 

D. Deploy the model onto an Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS) cluster using a P3 instance. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/elastic-inference/ 

 

QUESTION 5

A machine learning (ML) specialist uploads a dataset to an Amazon S3 bucket that is protected by server-side
encryption with AWS KMS keys (SSE-KMS). The ML specialist needs to ensure that an Amazon SageMaker notebook
instance can read the dataset that is in Amazon S3. 
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Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Define security groups to allow all HTTP inbound and outbound traffic. Assign the security groups to the SageMaker
notebook instance. 

B. Configure the SageMaker notebook instance to have access to the VPC. Grant permission in the AWS Key
Management Service (AWS KMS) key policy to the notebook\\'s VPC. 

C. Assign an IAM role that provides S3 read access for the dataset to the SageMaker notebook. Grant permission in the
KMS key policy to the IAM role. 

D. Assign the same KMS key that encrypts the data in Amazon S3 to the SageMaker notebook instance. 

Correct Answer: C 
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